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NUESTRA SENORA DEL ROSARIO
LA CONQUISTADORA
By FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ
INTRODUCTION

The centuries-old New Mexican Devotion of Nuestra
Senora del Rosario, also called with affectionate familiarity
"La Conquistadora," deserves special study, not only because
it parallels and perhaps exceeds three full centuries of
Southwestern history, touching on important names and
events at different periods, but also because, largely independent of official Church or State acts, it was a popular
movement which brought the scattered Hispanic colonists of
the Southwest together without regard to class or station.
It was Spanish in concept and feeling, as contrasted with the
primary concern of the Mission fathers with the Indians;
and it was Catholic to the core, being founded on, and quickened by, an especially Spanish-Catholic filial devotion towards the Mother of God. Its main object was to honor Mary
under the special title of "Our Lady of the Rosary" and, more
particularly, as the "Lady-Conqueror" for ethnic reasons to
be discussed later on. Officially, the royal government had
nothing to do with the society and its activities, although
the Governor as a private citizen often headed the list of
civilian and military devotees from the entire "Kingdom."
Even the Church, although all activities of the Confraternity centered entirely around religious functions under her
supervision, did not include them in her ordinary official
acts. In its early phase the Franciscan Fathers themselves
enrolled and paid dues with the rank and file of lay-members,
and only laymen were periodically elected Mayordomas and
deputies. These facts explain, moreover, why no specific
mention of the Confraternity is to be found in the civil and
ecclesiastical acts of the Governors, Cabildos, and Franciscan Custod.igs of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries;
they also show why little or nothing was known in modern
times about its nature and origin, except for clouded tradi94
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tion and the annual event celebrated in Santa Fe from time
immemorial which came to be known as the "De Vargas
Procession. "
Briefly, the popular tradition of the past century and
a half is this: As the Spaniards were preparing to reconquer
Santa Fe in 1692, the great Captain-General, Don Diego de
Vargas, solemnly vowed to build a special chapel for his own
favorite statue of Our Lady of the Rosary, should he gain
a quick victory, and also to hold a yearly procession in her
honor; the image was carried into battle and the Spaniards
gained an effective conquista, and thereafter this particular
image came to be known as La Conquistadora and Santa Fe's
very own little Lady.1 Other legends and practices grew
around these bare essentials of the story. But decades ago
our own Catholic historian, Benjamin Read, with all his
warm devotion to things Spanish-American and his deep
Catholic faith, could not accept it in the light of the de Vargas Campaign Journals, which make no mention of it at all,
and because of the people's ignorance of two separate reconquests (1692 and 1693) by the same man. 2 Others have tried,
in all sincerity, to evaluate the historic essentials of the
tradition and to draw the best plausible conclusions therefrom, but they have been baffled by a complete lack of early
historical sources. 3
1. Very Rev. James H. DeFouri, Histmcal Sketch of the Catholic Church in
New Mexico (San Francisco, 188'0. p. 15. The author expresses this tradition as he
learned it from the people of his day. See also Hallenbeck and Williams, Legends of
the Spanish Southwest (Glendale, 1938), pp. 97-100, in which a chapter. entitled "La
Conquistadora," treats the matter most sympathetically as a legend.
2. Illustrated History of New Mexico (Santa Fe, 1912), p. 293, note.
3. L. Bradford Prince, Spanish Mission Churches of New Mexico (Cedar'Rapids,
1915). pp. 107·109. The author gives Father DeFouri's rendering of the popular
version of the old tradition, and comments thus: HMatters .of tradition can scarcely
be expected to possess strict historical accuracy. and in the course of years dates
which depend on human memory are likely to become uncertain, so it is not surprising
that there are doubts as to the entire correctness of the foundation for this annual
procession as stated by Father DeFouri.'" He then quotes Read's footnote and con~
tinues with greater insight and patience: "On the other hand it is difficult to conceive
how a custom and tradition involving the whole community could have originated
without some foundation.
One special article which treats the t.radition ex pro!es8o is a study made over
ten years ago by J. Manuel Espinosa. "The Virgin of the Reconquest of New Mexico."
Mid.America, VII (1936), pp. 79-87. After quoting de Vargas about leaving for
Santa Fe "under the protection of Our Lady of the Conquest" and his plans of
restoring the old church for the same Lady, the author reiterates the popular tradition plus other legends and contemporary information acquired from old-timers in
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The recent discovery of late seventeenth and early
eighteenth-century fragments bearing directly upon Nuestra Senora del Rosario La Conquistadora, under this
specific name, together with a fresh examination of early
parochial records and the de Vargas Campaign Journals
themselves, have made the present study possible. So many
and so varied are the facets of this subject that it becomes
necessary to treat the principal ones separately, closely interrelated though they be. The origin and nature of the cultus
and its hermandad come first, for chronological reasons;
then the little statue itself, the material object around which
the devotion has revolved; and lastly, the question of chapels,
and the annual fiestas and processions.
CHAPTER I
THE CULTUS AND CONFRATERNITY
out of their homes by the Pueblo Indian Revolt of
D RIVEN
1680, the Spanish inhabitants of "el Reyno de la Nueba

Mexico" took refuge far to the south in the el Paso del Norte
district on the banks of the B,io Grande, in what is now extreme western Texas. The settlements of San Lorenzo, San
Pedro de Alcantara, and Santisimo Sacramento were established at various localities twelve leagues below the Mission
of Guadalupe, now Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, as a temporary
base of operations for a return expedition into New Mexico.
This latter, in 1681, proved a failure, and Governor Otermin
decided to make San Lorenzo a more permanent settlement.
Named in honor of St. Lawrence Martyr, on whose feast-day
the Pueblo Indians had massacred twenty-one Franciscans
Santa Fe, and then draws out a complete and direct relation between particulars of
the Santa Fe tradition and similar ones of a like tradition in Mexico City dating from
Cortes. He then shows that the "Lady" of the 1692 peaceful reconquest was not a
statue but the Royal Standard bearing a picture of Our Lady of Remedios. and that in
the second entry of 1693, although the Remedios title is not used (only N. S. de la Conquista). both titles refer to the same image since in the Cortes tradition the title.
are synonymous. Furthermore. the names del Rosario and Conquistadora are not to
be found in old sources and, therefore. "On these grounds the conclusion would be
that the present image of la Conquistadora is not the original one brought by Governor
Vargas in 1693, or else that it was converted into a Virgen del Rosario sometime .ince
reconquest days."

Nuestra SeiiOl'a del Rosario
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and several Spanish families, San Lorenzo was designated
as the Spanish town of this general region in 1681, while
the friendly Indians who chose exile with the Spaniards were assigned to three villages which were named
Senecu, Socorro, and Ysleta. Two years later, Governor
Cruzate and Father Nicolas Lopez rearranged the colonists
by assigning the Spaniards to San Lorenzo, San Pedro,
Ysleta, and San Jose, and the Indians to Socorro, San Francisco, Sacramento, Senecu, and La Soledad. The following
year, in the spring of 1684, a serious uprising of the Mansos
and other wild west Texas tribes against the settlements was
put down after much bitter and heroic fighting. Even as far
back as January, 1682, the Apaches had begun raiding the
refugees, and between 1680 and 1684 other Indians of the
region had made at least five attempts to destroy the Spaniards. In the latter year, therefore, most of the Spanish
settlers were herded into San Lorenzo, headquarters of the
civil officials. So discouraged were the people by this unsettled and precarious state of affairs that they began
petitioning for a permanent return to the safety of New
Spain. In this latter course of action they were opposed by
the Governor and the Franciscan Fathers. 4 Nine years later,
at the close of 1693, they returned to their old Kingdom of
New Mexico as Reconquistadores.
It was in this Real of San Lorenzo, and at this very
period, that there existed a popular religious society or confraternity, called La Cofradia de Nuestra Senora del Rosario
La Conquistadora. Its activities colored New Mexico life
and history for many generations before and after, yet its
existence is but faintly hinted at in civil and church records.
Some loose sheets from the Confraternity's Inventory and
Account books, fragments that lay completely forgotten for
almost two centuries, however, have enabled us to reconstruct a phase of living among the people of New Mexico
other than those concerning Church and State squabbles and
4. Anne E. Hughes, "The Beginnings of Spanish Settlement In the El Paso
District." (Uni1Jersity of California Publications in History, Vol. 1. No.3), pp. 315-392.
I have depended on this study for the above precis on the New Mexico exiles from
1680 to 1684.
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military campaigns. The fragments are much too few in
number, unfortunately, but in clearness and directness of
information they leave nothing to be desired. 5
On the very first page of the Inventory fragment is a
statement by Cap~ain Alonso del Rio, mayordomo of the Cofradia de Nuestra Senora La Conquistadora, that he has
received all the Confraternity's property from Francisco
Gomez Robledo, who had been mayordomo in the preceding
year of 1684. The Confraternity is in arrears because of
hard times that year, as we learn from a contemporary loose
sheet of an Account book. We also know from history that
the Mansos uprising that year had placed the settlers in
dire need. Father Francisco de Vargas, in charge of San
Lorenzo in 1685, signs the record together with the outgoing
and incoming mayordomos and three deputies. The reverse
side of the first Inventory sheet begins with an official
Visitation by Fr. Pedro Gomez, Vice-Custos and Ecclesiastical Judge, on October 18, 1686; he finds some articles old
and outworn and regulates the disposal of them; then, in
his own handwriting, he makes a complete inventory of the
images, clothing, jewels, and other properties, which runs
through almost three pages of fine writing. The succeeding
pages up to the year 1704 are filled with additional gifts by
individual devotees, with Visitas by the various Padres
Custodios, and with the receipts of Confraternity books and
property by incoming mayordomos. The other loose sheets,
from different account books, touching scattered years from
5. Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe (hereafter referred to as AASF).
Spanish Period, No. 1. These fragments consist of a small section from an inventory
book and several single sheets from different account books, all of which are designated
as follows: (a) Inventory, 9 ff. (3 to 11), Feb. 26, 1685-May I, 1704; (b) Accounts,
1 f., May 8. 1685-Feb. 2, 1689; (c) Accounts, "Cuaderno Segundo," 1 f., June 14, 1689;
(d) Accounts, 4 ff. (l to 4),1713-1719; (e) Minutes, 1 f., 1717-1718; (f) Accounts,
2 It. (63 and 97), 1717, 1724-1726. In the spring of 1947 I found these fragments in
different packages labeled as miscellaneous papers, and mixed in with sundry old
Bnd modern documents.· They are together now in the individual folder described above.
The historical section of the Archdiocesan Archives was begun sometime after
1935 when Archbishop Gerken had a fire-proof vault built to house all church records,
which he ordered collected from parishes and missions. At this time a general assortment and filing was made. The baptismal, marriage, and burial volumes were dated
Bnd tagged, and a general classification was made of loose papers. I am deeply grateful
to his Excellency, the Most Rev. Edwin V. Byrne, D.D., present Archbishop of Santa
Fe. for graciously allowing me to examine this material in my search for Francisca71.a
Bnd thus, as I go along, to classify and file these treasures for historians in the future.
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1685 to 1726, are filled mostly with the annual dues and
names of members.
Just as no specific mention is made in contemporary
outside sources of the existence of this Confraternity and its
many activities, so we find no outright reference here to the
political, economic, and military struggles which were going
on continually. Here there is but one purpose, to honor with
zealous affection "the Queen of the Angels," Nuestra Senora
del Rosario La Conquistadora. No other mundane thing is
mentioned here, except the material offerings necessary
to keep her Serene Highness in a state befitting her majesty,
to observe her feasts as solemnly as might be possible, and to
assure the prayers and suffrages in her name for the living
and deceased members of her society. Individuals who appear
blazoned with glory in the annals. of the Reconquest and
after here appear as vassals, in the company of lesser names,
at the feet of their common Queen. In short, just as the
civil and military, even the ecclesiastical records of the
period, give no hint of the existence of this Confraternity
and its internal life, likewise a careful perusal of its few
records extant provides no idea of the important historical
happenings of its times. Both, however, complement each
other, and one comes to know the early European inhabitants
of New Mexico better, singly as well as in the mass, because
of these documents. 6
In 1691 a new and altogether different kind of Governor and Captain-General was sent to the discouraged exiles
at el Paso del Norte. Don Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujiql
Ponce de Leon was worthy of his ponderous name as a
Spanish grandee, both because of his forthright, winning
personality and the enthusiasm he instilled in most for a sure
and glorious reconquest of their northern homeland from
which they had been forcibly expelled and the re-establishment of the Indian Missions. He was, moreover, a deeply
religious man. True, as others have pointed out, he had sown
6. For the sake of order and clarity. the full text of these ConquistadoTa fra&,ments in English is appended as the closing section of this study, together with
notes connecting various items and names with historical events and persons. As ..
social as well as a historical study•. these facts are certainly most pertinent.
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his portion of wild oats in his younger days, but now in more
mature years he undertook his great task with a religious
sincerity of purpose which was never contradicted, but
rather enhanced, by his actions during his two terms as
Governor. His childlike devotion to the Virgin lights up
many a page of his Campaign Journals during and between
the two Entradas or Conquests of 1692 and 1693.
In the first purely military entry, when he received the
peaceful submission of all the Pueblos, his troops followed
a particular royal standard or banner on which was a painting of Nuestra Senora de los Remedios, one of the many
titles under which New World Spaniards honored Mary. De
Vargas himself seemed to be especially attached to this
name and picture. He grew almost lyrical in making the
different Pueblos submit to Her on the Standard, to whom
he continually refers as "Mary-the Virgin-Our Lady-the
Pilgrim Lady," but most often as "Nuestra Senora de los
Remedios."7 His glowing reports to the Viceroy on the first
Reconquest set off extraordinary religious and civic rejoicings in Mexico and other cities of New Spain. They also
inspired the famous Mercurio Volante,S which so charmingly
exaggerates de Vargas' speech regarding his Lady to the
chiefs of one of the Moqui (Hopi) Pueblos.
In his second Entrada, the Reconquest of 1693, when
he took along the seventy families of settlers with their
household goods, de Vargas no longer wrote of Our Lady of
los Remedios, but of Our Lady of the Conquest-Nuestra
Senora de la Conquista. However, since he made no mention
of any Confraternity, or the specific title. of Nuestra Senora
del Rosario La Conquistadora, his frequent use of this term
was taken to mean, and not without reason, the royal standard which was triumphantly carried ahead of the troops in
both Entradas. 9 One single reference in secular documents,
7. This title cannot be rendered properly into English. Remedios does mean
"remedies" or "cures." Some have translated it variously as "Our Lady of Remedies"
or "of Help" or .iof Ransom." The Spanish meaning as used here connotes all these
ideas in one word.
8. Don Carlos Sigilenza y G6ngora. Mercurio Volante (Los Angeles, The Quivira
Society, 1932), p. 123.
9. See Note 3, "The Virgin of the Reconquest."
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which proves nothing alone, points to the Confraternity's
existence: On June 17, 1692, de Vargas sent certain Autos
of Possession of the el Paso Missions to the Viceroy, and in
the accompanying letter he mentions having attended one
evening the Novena and Rosary services of Our Lady of the
Conquest. 10
But neither do the Confraternity fragments make any
reference to the first entry of 1692, so enthusiastically celebrated in the cities of New Spain, nor even to the second
entry of 1693 with its famous battle for Santa Fe, although
the pages extant cover that period. And yet, they contain
some revealing passages concerning the great Reconquistador. Besides donating certain costly items to this Confraternity, de Vargas was elected, or very likely had himself
elected, the mayordomo or President of the Confraternity
from the year 1692 on. His predecessors as mayordomos had
been ordinary minor leaders, elected more or less annually.u
The period following the Reconquest up to the close of
the century was hectic, years of reconstruction and resettlement amid new Indian uprisings and campaigns
against the nomadic tribes. But the Confraternity's activities continued apace, except for one omission which. is
pointed out by the Custos, Fr. Antonio Guerra, in his Auto
de Visita, Santa Fe, May 30, 17Q2. For nine years, he says
(that is, since 1693), the dues-accounts had not been kept
up, and so the books were full of confusion. 12 Thefragments
of Account books that follow, sketchily covering the period
from 1713 to 1726, are very likely the results of his orders
regarding a scrupulous keeping and auditing of accounts in
the future. As remarked before, many outstanding things
happened during this period which find no mention in these
10. Archives of New Mexico, A. G. N., HiBtona, 37, part 3, If. 340-341. "1/ haviendo la concuTTenzia de estar de novena en esta San.ta Y gleBia Nra. Senora de la
Conquista par la tarde fui al Rosario. . . . n
11. In Yen tory f. 7. These men served as mayordomo8 in those days: Francisco
Gomez Robledo (1684), Alonso del Rio (1685-1691), Francisco de Anaya Almazan
(1691), CristObal de Tapia (1692); during de Vargas' first term, from 1692 to 1696,
the teniente mayordomoB acting in his name were Luis Granillo (1692-1695) and Antonio Montoya (1696). De Vargas seems to have establi~hed a precedent, for later
Governors appear as mayordomo8. as noted later on. Gomez Robledo had been ma1l0Tdomo already in 1656-9 and 1664. See note 23..
12. Inventory, f. 9, both Bides.
J
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records. De Vargas was unjustly imprisoned for three years
by his successor as Governor, who apparently succeeded
him also as mayordomo of this Confraternity; he finally returned to New Spain to lay his case before the Viceroy, to
come back triumphantly as a Marquis for a second term as
Governor, and also as mayordomo of La Conquistadora, until
his somewhat sudden death in April of 1704. Other governors came and went, and a large new parish church, the
Parroquia, was a-building during the first two decades of
the new century. But none of this is mentioned in the Confraternity books, just as the Confraternity is not mentioned in
other documents, either secular or ecclesiastical. Yet it
was fully alive and active up to the year 1726.
After 1726, for about four decades, we have no more
knowledge of it, simply because not a fragment of later
books of the Confraternity, if there ever were any, has yet
turned up. However, some books did exist as late as 1782
when the then Custos, Fr. Juan Bermejo, started a new volume "because the old books were altogether unserviceable,
which were filed where they belong." 13 Of these latter there
is now no trace. Moreover, we know that a Confraternity did
exist twelve years prior to Fr. Bermejo's new book of 1782
from two other still old sources which are graphically distinct and different in treating the same subject. These are
the famous Report of Fr. Atanasio Dominguez and the
Noticias of Juan Candelaria, both written in the same year,
1777. 14 On an official Visitation to the Franciscan Missions
of New Mexico, Fr. Dominguez described with discerning
eye all the good and the bad that he found in the friars' administration of the Missions and the state of their churches
13. AASF. Book LXXX, Libra donde se asientan los Cofrades de Ntra. Sra. del
Rosario, .ff. 1-2. This leather-bound volume consists of forty-six fojas,. up to f. 31
the pages are filled with the names of Santa Fe and "8eino members, December 31,
1819. The rest of the book, mostly blank, contains a few scattered entries, most of
the:n written in a very poor hand, without system and dates. Two exceptions are
the more or less orderly entries for 1845 and 1848. the result of Bishop Zubiria'. visit.
14. Fray Atanasio Dominguez, Report. N. M. Arch., Bib!. Nae. de Me",., 10, part
2, ft. 4115 et. seq.; "Noticias of Juan Candelaria." NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVlEW.
IV. 274-297. These reminiscences were written in 1776-77 by an old resident of
Albuquerque who claimed to have been born in 1692. The original or a copy of It
found its way to Mexico long ago, and a transcript of it was given to Dr. Sylvanus
G. Morley by Don Federico Gomez de Orozco of Mexico City.
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and convents, with particular emphasis on the Villa of Santa
Fe. Regarding church societies, Fr. Dominguez enthusiastically approved of the Cofradia de Nuestra Senora dela Luz
which had been established seventeen years before iIi the
military chapel of Our Lady of Light, the Castrense. Not
only was this relatively new chapel a marvel to behold among
the poorer and more antique Missions, but its sodality's
papers of canonical foundation were in good order. Not so,
however, the Cofradia de Nuestra Senora del Rosario, which
looked like a spurious thing to him. Listen how he tells it:
There is no canonically chosen Patron Saint in this Kingdom of
New Mexico, as there is in most parts of Kingdoms, Provinces, Cities,
Villas, etc., and although among the common people Our Lady of the
Rosary is said to be it, this is not so: and this vulgar opinion takes its
origin from what has happened in the years from 1770 to the present
one of 77. . . .15

"What has happened in the years from 1770 to the present
one of 77" is revealed by the Candelaria account. Unlike
the most efficient and well-lettered Friar-Visitator from
Mexico City, old Juan Candelaria wrote simply but with
patriotic pride, covering the same points and period as Fr.
Dominguez in this matter. After giving a very faulty "traditional" history of New Mexico up to his day, this old nativ~
ended his "Accounts" with a contemporary event which was
fresh in his memory. In the year 1770, he wrote, the people
of the Kingdom were in dire straits from the continuous attacks made against them by their "barbarian enemies," the
wild Apaches, Comanches, and Navajos. And because there
was no other recourse left but to turn to God, the people decided to elect a special heavenly Patron to intercede for them
before the Divine Majesty:
Well aware of the fact that the most powerful intercession before
the Omnipotent is His most holy Mother, whose Holy Image, with the
title del Rosario, is venerated in the Parish Church of this Villa of
Santa Fe, brought there by the Conquistador Don Diego de Vargas,
for which cause they call her La Conquistadora, the inhabitants
15. Op. cit., f. 4115. "No ai en este Reyno de Nuevo-Me".co 8.0 Patron jurado.
como 10 ai en las mas partes de Rey1t08. Provincias, Ciudades. Villas, etc, U aunque
t1ulgarmente 8e dice serlo N. S. del Rosario, no 88 assi: 11 esta 1Julgaridad toma 8U
orioen por 10 sucedido en los anos desde 1770 hasta el presente de 77••• :'
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resolved to elect her as specially sworn Patroness of said Kingdom,
and that a yearly church-function be celebrated in her honor in said
Church, with the greatest solemnity possible, on the first Sunday of
October. 16

Candelaria goes on to tell how the vecinos applied to Governor Mendinueta, who referred them to the Franciscans so
that they might publish the proposal in all the Missions. This
was done, and from this time was born a Confraternity with
its annually elected mayordomos, its dues in kind collected
from all over the Kingdom, and its special festival on the
first Sunday of October. The first mayordomos in 1771 were
Don Carlos and Don Bartolome Fernandez; in 1772, Don
Antonio Jose Ortiz and Don Blas Garcia; in 1773, Don Francisco Trebol Navarro and Don Diego Antonio Baca; in 1774,
Don Toribio Ortiz and Don Manuel Saenz de Garviso; in
1775, Don Juan Antonio Ortiz and Don Jose Galves; and in
1776, Don Antonio Jose Ortiz, for a second term, who offered
himself as perpetual mayordomo with the help of Don Cristobal Vigil.
This Festivity continues without fail until the present year of
77 . . . and it is hoped that it will be perpetuated because of the
palpable favors which, through the powerful intercession of the
Sovereign Queen of all things created, have been experienced and
are being experienced.

Thus end the Noticias of Juan Candelaria. According to
both him and Fr. Dominguez, the choice of Our Lady of the
Rosary, La Conquistadora, as special patroness of New Mexico, and the institution of her Confraternity with its
festivals, were something altogether new, the result of a
popular movement which took place seven years previously.
The inescapable conclusion from these two accounts so dissimilar, yet so complementary, is that by 1770 the old Confraternity of La Conquistadora had been completely forgotten. The antiguos libros inse1'vibles mentioned by Fr.
Bermejo in 1782 were merely the accounts and minutes
that had been kept since 1770, for in his 1776 tour of New
Mexico, after which he wrote his critique, Fr. Dominguez
complained of the Confraternity's not being of canonical
16.

OP. cit., pp. 293-295.
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establishment and of the people's recent unauthorized election of Our Lady of the Rosary, La Conquistadora (to him a
vulgar title), as sworn Patroness of New Mexico. He apparently knew nothing, nor did the local friars themselves know
anything, of these few earlier fragments that have turned up
in our time. These, as one may judge from their excellent
condition, must have lain pressed and hidden from destructive sunlight and other elements in some old leather-bound
baptismal or marriage volume, or among undisturbed
sheaves of matrimonial investigations. These loose sheets
seem to have been taken out only in recent years, only to
be consigned, unnoticed, to packages of "miscellaneous
papers." 17
How long the Confraternity lasted in its first phase
after 1726, it is impossible to say. Perhaps it dwindled
gradually through the next thirty-four years, to die a natural
death. Perhaps it received thefinal coup de grace while in its
dying condition from the establishment of a new and rival
society having similar aims and procedure. This is why
the Confraternity of Our Lady of Light deserves special
attention here. The new Marian society was inaugurated
with great fanfare in 1760-1761 by the then Governor, Don
Francisco Marin del VaIle, in connection with the erection of
the new military chapel of the same title, with its now
famous stone reredos.l 8 The Governor even had its Constitutions printed in Mexico City, and Bishop Tamar6n of
Durango, in Santa Fe on one of those very rare episcopal
Visitations to New Mexico, had been present at its very
first meeting.
Some writers have advanced the idea that Governor
del Valle, because he was partial to the Jesuits and disliked
the friars, sought to replace the Franciscans in New Mexico
with them. That he did favor the Society of Jesus was
nothing untoward, for individuals in the Church have at
all times favored this or that Order or Society as a result
17.
18.
of Our
Adams,
827-841.

See Note 5.
A. von Wuthenau, "The Spanish Military Chapels in Santa Fe and Reredos
Lady of Light," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, X, 175-194; Eleanor B.
"The Chapel and Cofradia of Our Lady of Light in Santa Fe," Ibid., XXII,
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of family or educational connections, or some other factor.
To say that this Governor was hostile to the Franciscans as
such is not quite correct. True, the Confraternity of Our
Lady of Light had been introduced into New Spain by the
Jesuits, and Marin del Valle did include a representation of
the Jesuits' Founder, St. Ignatius Loyola, in one of the
reredos' main panels, also dedicating one of the side-altars
to that great Jesuit missionary, St. Francis Xavier. But
on an equal footing with St. Ignatius of Loyola, in a companion-panel, he placed St. Francis Solano, the Franciscan
Apostle of South America; and on the frontal of the mensa,
or front center-panel of the altar-table, was a stone carving
of the Franciscan St. Anthony of Padua. In the inaugural
festivities which were spread over five days, the Franciscan
friars played important parts. At the solemn blessing of the
chapel by the secular Vicar in the afternoon of May 23, 1761,
the Franciscan Custos, Fr. Jacobo de Castro, and seven other
friars were present; on the following day Fr. de Castro
preached at the Mass celebrated by the Vicar, Don Santiago
Roybal; on the twenty-fifth he himself was the celebrant
and Fr. Miguel Campos preached; on the twenty-sixth Fr.
Manuel Rojo from Albuquerque had the Mass and the serman was delivered by Fr. Francisco Guzman; on the twentyseventh Fr. Joaquin Perez sang a Requiem Mass for the
deceased members. 19 Probably the first military chaplain
appointed to the Castrense was Fr. Juan Bermejo, who was
serving in this capacity when the first Castrense marriagebook was begiln in 1779; he served until the spring of 1787,
and was succeeded by Fr. Francisco de Hozio, who kept this
post until his death, September 24, 1823. 20 What is more,
Fr. Atanasio Dominguez was most enthusiastic about the
new Confraternity in his Visitation of 1776, whereas he
expressed some dislike for the more ancient and venerable
one of La Conquistadora. All this serves to show that the
latter was not killed off by any "Jesuitic leanings" on the
19. Ibid., PP. 328-333. A compressed account in English of Fr. Dominguez' account. It is to this Franciscan's enthusiasm that we owe most of our knowledge of
Our Lady of Light.
20. AASF. Marriage-51 and Burial-51, Castrense; Burial-52. Santa Fe.
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part of the Governor or the secular Vicar General, if indeed
the Confraternity of La Conquistadora still existed as late as
1760. On the contrary, the local friars themselves had allowed it to languish sometime between 1726 and 1760, and
the vigorous and colorful new society 'perhaps dealt it the
final death blow. At any rate, the Conquistadora Confraternity was not only dead, but forgotten as well, when the
inhabitants of 1770, in order to be delivered from the Apache
scourge of that day, re-chose the same Lady of the Rosary,
their La Conquistadora, as Patroness of the Kingdom, and
inaugurated a Confraternity with a special festival, as they
must have supposed, for the first time.
This totally new Conquistadora Confraternity showed
gz:eat 'vitality for the next few decades, at least up to the
year 1819. The gloriously inaugurated Lady of Light Confraternity seems to have petered out a few years after Dominguez Visit and Report, or at least was confined to the
garrison families attached to the Castrense chapel. Then,
too, a new Confraternity "of the Blessed Sacrament" had
been founded in the latter half of the eighteenth century
which, as early as 1774, had merged with that of the Rosary.
At that period and after, the mayordomos and the majority
of members of both Societies seem to have been the same. 21
After 1819, the movement dwindled, so far as account book
entries show.
To sum up, it is now an established fact that a Confraternity under the specific title of Nuestra Senora del Rosario
La Conquistadora existed among the people of New Mexico
21. Two civil documents of that year show this merger. On June 16. 1774. a
Manuel de Arteaga, "mal/ordomo de las Co/radias de Nuestro Amo, II de Nuestra
SeiiorB del Rosario," made a complaint before Governor Mendinueta against his predecessor. Don Tomas de Sena. concerning the number of sheep belonging to the
Confraternities. Then. on July 13. 1774, Sena himself presented the same complaint
against Alonso Garcia, who took care of the flocks "del dibinissimo " de NtrB Senora
del Rosa.rio," even at the time of·a fonner mallordomo, Sena's deceased father. R. E.
Twitchell. :;;panish Archives 0/ New Me",ico, II, nos. 677 and 679. -Also, AASF, Book
LXXX. Co/rades de Ntra. Sra. del Rosario, f. 22. Identical in format and leather
binding is Book LXXIX, Co/rades de Nuestro A~o II Sor Sacramentado, ordered concurrently with the former by Fr. Bermejo in 1782. The title-page is all the same,
e~cept for the Confraternity name. and Don Vicente Troncoso appears as mallordomo
of either society; likewise. the first list of members in either volume is headed b7
Governor de Anza and his wife. See also Sp. Arch.• II. no. 1360. "Ynventario de 10
Alojas. etc.• and· no. 1993. Fr. Pereyro's Report in 1808.
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at the Real of San Lorenzo four years after the IndianRevolt of 1680 and nine years prior to the Reconquest in 1693.
It was still full of life in New Mexico in 1726, but seems to
have been altogether forgotten by 1770, so that its second
phase, begun in the latter year, turned out to be not so much
a revival of the old as an altogether new Confraternity, but,
according to Fr. Dominguez, not canonically established. This
latter Confraternity, merged by 1774 with that of the
Blessed Sacrament, continued in force until 1819, then
sporadically until the era of the American Occupation, and
was apparently altogether extinct when the American Diocese of Santa Fe was founded in 1850.
The problem that remains to be solved is that of
antiquity. How long before 1684, our earliest specific date
in these fragments, did the Confraternity exist as such?
Certainly it existed in New Mexico before the Revolt of
1680 and the flight south of the Spanish refugees to the el
Paso district and their founding of San Lorenzo. Besides
Fr. Gomez' condemnation of certain properties of the Confraternity as outworn by 1686, there is one specific reference
to its still earlier existence: Prior to May, 1693, an entry was
made at San Lorenzo concerning "a silver lamp which was
brought out of New Mexico which was kept at the Convent
of Socorro [Texas] and was returned to the Confraternity
because it was its property."22
A much older and most important reference to a Confraternity of the same name, which we have every reason
to believe is the same one, is the casual mention of it by
Francisco Gomez Robledo in his defense before the Inquisition in Mexico City, February 13, 1664. 23 Gomez Robledo
declared that he had heard Fray Miguel Sacristan, Guardian
in Santa Fe during Governor Manso's term (1656,.1659),
say something pertinent to the case when he went to the
Father's cell to take some clothing belonging to the Con22.

Inventory. f. 7.
23. A. G. N., Inquisici6n, 583, f. 370. fly que este confesante oyo decir a Fray
Miguel Sacristan . .. siendo Guardian de la Villa de Santa Fee. en tiempo que era
GobernadoT Don Juan Manso. Yendo cste a 8U celda a llevarZe Tapa peTte~ciente a La
Cofradia de nuestra Senora del Rosario pOT que cste era 8U Mayordomo JI de presents
10 erG."
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fraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary, because he (Gomez
Robledo) was its Mayordomo at the time, as he was also now
at the time of his trial. This same man was Mayordomo
again in 1684.
A very significant reference, kindly furnished by Dean
Scholes of the Graduate School of the University of New
Mexico, may indeed push the date of the Confraternity still
further back. On April 11, 1626, Fray Pedro Zambrano,
Guardian of Galisteo, declared that the impious Governor
Eulate (1618-1625) had ordered a certain Juan de Olvera
falsely accused and hanged because he was a pious man "and
deputy of the Confraternity of the Mother of God de La
Concepci6n." 23a
The "old books," ordered preserved by Fr. de Vargas in
1691, and then ordered destroyed by Fr. Hinojosa in 1692,24
, might have dated back to Governor Manso's time and even
earlier.
A consideration of the unusual title, La Conquistadora,
also provides material for speculation. It is a unique name,
a popular and not an ecclesiastical title of Mary which was
added to the sanctioned appellation of Our Lady of the
Rosary. This latter has a long tradition, based on the
"Rosary," which comes from the pre-medieval practice of
saying the Lord's Prayer and the Ave Maria a certain number of times while a person contemplates different phases of
the Savior's life; actual count was kept of these prayers
on a string with knots or beads. (In fact, our English word
"bead" derives from these strings of knots or balls from the
old Anglo-Saxon word, "to pray.") Poetry came in early and
called these strings, and the prayers said with them, the
"rosarius," meaning a garland or crown of roses. In the
thirteenth century, St. Dominic of Gusman, a famous
Spanish preacher and canon who founded the Dominican
Order at the same time that St. Francis of Assisi founded
the Franciscan Order, popularized this praying of the Rosary. Through his first disciples this practice more or less took
its present form. By the fifteenth century, Confraternities of
23a. A. G. N., InquiBici6?l., t. 356, f. 278v.
24. Ibid., f. 6, both sides.
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the Holy Rosary were widespread not only in southern
Europe but also in Germany and England as well. The
Blessed Virgin Mary acquired a new title, and this became
famous on the first Sunday of October, 1571, the day the
Confraternity in Rome prayed the Rosary in procession
through the streets while the Christians under Don Juan of
Austria fought the famed naval battle of Lepanto, a decisive
victory over the Saracens, who had threatened to overrun
Europe. Pope St. Pius V, himself a Dominican friar, ordered a solemn commemoration of the Rosary to be made
yearly on this day.
The above digression has a deep bearing on our problem. Here we have a seventeenth-century Spanish colony
with an active Confraternity of the Holy Rosary, which
was a devotion popularized by Dominic the Spaniard, a
name and title made glorious by the victory over the Saracens by a Spanish fleet in one of the greatest naval engagements of all time. Moreover, the Franciscans were in charge
of the New Mexico Missions, and a close traditional tie
existed, and has come down to our day, between these two
sister-Orders from the time Francis and Dominic met in
Rome while seeking Papal approval of their respective foundations. Lepanto was only some eighty years way from the
decade before 1656, near the time when the Confraternity
may have been founded in New Mexico. Could it be that
these people called their own Lady of the Rosary a "LadyConqueror" in memory of· Lepanto? Or did the name arise
in that year of 1684 when the refugees at San Lorenzo,
placing themselves under her protection, put down the dangerous Mansos insurrection? Or, indeed, does the name hark
back to the days of Cortes and his Conquest of Mexico ?25 Or
did the New Mexicans call her Conquistadora because she
had come to New Mexico between the years 1598 and 1650
with their own parents and grandparents, to whom they
always referred with pride as conquistadores of the Kingdom? This point will be developed further when we treat of
26.

See Note 6.referenees to Cortes legend.
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the statue itself. While it does not help us in establishing
definitely the Confraternity's date of origin, it most certainly
is a unique title, and a local one as wel1.2 6
CHAPTER II
THE CONQUISTADORA STATUE

A religious society of the sort of which we have been
treating revolved about a specific image of the society's
Patron Saint, whether the latter be a painting on canvas or
any flat surface, a bas-relief on wood or yeso, or a statue in
the round of any material whatsoever. The material representation of the Rosary Confraternity's Patroness is
described, fortunately, in the earlier Conquistadora document extant when Fr. Pedro Gomez wrote out a three-page
inventory on October 18, 1686. The inventory begins with
"First of all, the figure of Nuestra Senora La Conquistadora,
of a vara in height, a little more, in the round."27 Next follows a list of her dresses, mantles, jewels, and other images
and valuables of her Confraternity. The next direct mention
of the statue occurs on February 3, 1697, when Captain
Alonso Rael de Aguilar takes over as Assistant Mayordomo
of her Confraternity in the Governor's name and receives
"First of all, Nuestra Senora La Conquistadora with dress
and mantle, silver crown, and an Agnus-Dei and a reliquary
and a Rosary." 28 These are the only direct references, prior
to 1777, to this image as a statue in the round and not a
painting, although the lists of her dresses and the frequent
donations of more dresses and crowns leave no room for
26. Many have rendered the name into English as "Our Lady of Victory." This
is a wrong translation because HOur Lady of Victory" is a distinct, sanctioned title
with its own shrine and history. This mistranslation originated after 1851 with the
French clergy who. from the similarity in concept between Hconquest" and Hvictory"
and from their acquaintance with the famous shrine and confraternity of Notre Dame
des Victoires in Paris, started the use of the erroneous title, NuestrG Senora de la.
Victoria, among the native people themselves. DeFouri and Salpointe are the first to
use this title in print, in preference to the correct traditional names.
27. uPrim.eramente la echura de Nra. Bra. La conquistadora, de baTa de alto poco
mas. de bulto-" Inventory, f. Sv. A "ara was 32.99 inches.
28. "Primeramente nuestrQ. Senora La conquistadoT4 con bestido 11 ornamento
corona de Plata II Un aonus II Un binl II Rozano." Ibid., f. 8
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doubt as to the fact that these articles belonged to a statue
in the round.
The 1777 descriptions are interesting. Despite his
prejudices regarding the Confraternity, Father Dominguez
was quite taken by the statue:
In the large niche there is an image in the round of Our Lady
of the Rosary (or as others say, of La Conquistadora), of a vara in
height, and although already old it is newly retouched. It has many
and good ornaments; but since it is always getting a complete change,
its current dress is not described now; yes, it only wears continually
[without 'being changed] a wig, a little tortoise-shell baton wound
around with solid silver threads, and dabbed with the same, with the
knob gilded, and a silver half-moon at its feet over the dress. 29

Later on, Father Dominguez lists her clothing and mentions
three chests in the sacristy of her chapel for k'3eping
them. Juan Candelaria merely states that it was a "Sacred
Image," but he also says that Governor Mendinueta paid
for "a dress for the Image, of the best silk he found in
Mexico, and a chest with key in which it is kept. . . ."30
This matter of identifying the statue as such must be
emphasized, because, prior to the discovery of the Conquistadora fragments, historians identified "Our Lady of the Conquest" mentioned by de Vargas with the royal banner of
"Our Lady of los Rernedios." Consequently, there was considerable doubt that the famous statue of Our Lady of the
Rosary, popularly called La Conquistadora, and treasured
from time immemorial in the Santa Fe Parroquia, dated
from the Reconquest period as popular tradition insisted.
Because of its continual presence in the Parroquia, and the
tradition of its being brought to Santa Fe when the Villa was
wrested from the Indians, the old inhabitants held that this
very image was the same one which de Vargas had brought
with him. So deeply rooted was this belief, indeed, that,
even after the de Vargas Journals in the Palace of the Governors were more carefully examined many decades ago, no
incongruity was noticed between the statue which they had
and the patent description of the standard of Our Lady
29.
30.

Gp. cit., If. 4128-4129.
Gp. cit., p. 296.
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which is mentioned so often in the Journals. Perhaps the
people may have thought the statue could have been lashed in
some way to an unright pennant-type standard, an idea
which I myself entertained as logical and possible before a
thorough study of the Journals brought out the improbability of such a practice. The more serious pioneers in local
historical research, like Mr. Twitchell and Mr. Read, seem to
have left this delicate question of the statue alone, out of
respect for such a beautiful popular tradition if not from
fear of incurring popular anger, while Mr. Prince, although
unable to accept Father DeFouri's arguments to support the
tradition, was as sympathetic as any honest historian can be.
At the time these good men wrote there was no knowledge of
the 1777 Dominguez Report nor of the Candelaria N oticias,
and even these would have left them eighty-four years later
than 1693 without any earlier documentary proof. For an
enthusiast, there was no need of further documentary witnesses. If the people had always believed that this very
statue, which is several centuries old beyond all doubt, was
the one which came with de Vargas, and two documents
written in 1777 testified that in 1770 there was a statue of
Our Lady of the Rosary venerated in the Santa Fe Parroquia
(and called La Conquistadora because it was brought thither
by de Vargas), then the seventy-seven-year span between
that year and the year of the Reconquest was nothing compared with the seventy-seven plus one hundred years during
which the tradition was kept alive from 1770 to 1947.
These newly-discovered sources, however, bridge the
gap. What is more, they clarify some disputed and seemingly contradictory passages in the de Vargas Journals. It
was with these statements of de Vargas in mind that Dr.
Espinosa essayed a plausible solution of the Santa Fe tradition and was forced to conclude by the evidence then at hand
"that the present image of La Conquistadora is not the
original one brought by Governor Vargas in 1693, or else
that it was converted into a Virgen del Rosario sometime
after reconquest days." Our present knowledge of the existence of both the Confraternity and the statue prior to the
period of the Reconquest, and even of the Revolt of 1680,
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enable us to elucidate de Vargas' meaning in several telling
passages. There is no doubt at all that in the first entry of
1692, he referred his successes to the Virgin in her title of
los Remedios as represented on the royal standard. But, like
any well-informed Catholic, he really loved and venerated
Mary in her person in Heaven; although so closely attached to
this particular title that at the hour of death he specifically
remembered it,31 he saw the same person in other titles and
images as well, For instance, on his return from Puebloland
to his headquarters at el Paso del Norte, he thanked Mary
under a different title entirely for his peaceful conquest of
1692: "I entered the holy temple, the church of Our Lady of
Guadalupe, to give thanks to her blessed Majesty for my
happy arrival and the victory gained through her most holy
will and intercession."32
Hence, months before the second entry, in which all
the colonists were to take part in order to resettle the land,
de Vargas readily became acquainted with the original New
Mexicans' particular devotion to Mary and quickly identified
himself with the aspirations of his subjects as embodied in
their favorite image of his own beloved Queen. In 1692 he
was elected Mayordomo of her Confraternity, on which occasion he donated a complete set of damask vestments and
other valuable articles; and he kept the presidency of the
society all during his term as Governor and Captain-General
of New Mexico. 33 From this we know what he meant, and
to whom he referred, when he wrote to the Viceroy from el
Paso del Norte on January 12, 1693 :
It is my wish, and of those with whom I enter, including the
soldiers, that they should, first and foremost, personally build the
church and holy temple, setting up in it before all else the patroness
of the said Kingdom and Villa, who is the one that was saved from

31.

1027.

9, 1704.

Sp. Arch., I, No.
In the codicil to his will, Bernalillo, April
he commends his soul. through Masses to be said in her honor. to "Nuestra Senora de
los Remedios, my protectress." The inventory of his effects. April 20. 1704, mentions
another image as his private possession: "una Ymagen de Nuestra Senora de la de..
fenssa de lalla de una terzia de alto con su coronita y pilar de lJlata clue pesara dOB
marcos." Ibid., II. 100, f. 6.
32. J. Manuel Espinosa. First Expedition of Vargas into New Mexico, 1692.
(Coronado Series Vol. X, Albuquerque,
p.
See also A. G. 1., Guadalajara,

139.

1940),

33.

Inventory, f. 8.

251.
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the fury of the savages, her title being Our Lady of the Conquest.
And so, with the aid of the soldiers and settlers, the foundations will
be laid and the walls of the holy temple raised. . . .34

From the native exiles of New Mexico-the settlers, the
soldiers, and the captains, who had fought their way out
of Santa Fe in 1680-thenew Governor learned about the
"Patroness" of the Kingdom of New Mexico and its capital,
the very one "that was saved from the fury of the savages."
Someone had carried her out of Santa Fe on that memorable
August day when the besieged inhabitants fled from the
capital, fighting all the way south while they carried the aged
and wounded and whatsoever of their prized possessions
which were not too cumbersome. 35 Before coming to San
Lorenzo this Virgin had had her own special throne in Santa
Fe, and now de Vargas himself was going to have the privilege of restoring her to it, as he wrote to the Viceroy, on
October 13, when starting out on the second entry:
,We left for Santa Fe under the protection of Our Lady of the
Conquest. . . .36
I have given an account to your Excellency of everything, and
of bringing into the same city and placing in it its patroness and
protectress, Our Lady of the Conquest, the glory and pride being
mine that I shall not only be the one who shall place it in its Villa
of Santa Fe, but also I shall place it upon a new throne and place
which I shall have to rebuild for her sovereign and divine majesty.3T

Here, and from the whole tenor of the Journals besides, we
see that, while the Remedios banner again led the soldiers on
the 1693 campaign, the Captain-Genera.! was all-enthusiastic
about the New Mexican's own especial patroness. That he
always used the term "Nuestra Senora de la Conquista"
instead of "La Conquistadora" betrays his noble and refined
34, J, Manuel Espinosa, ap. cit" p. 284, A, G. I" Guad" 139.
35. Undoubtedly other images were taken out by the refugees as, for example,
the small statues and paintings owned by the Confraternity. In the early nineteenth
century. a Mexican official wrote in a report to his superiors. speaking of the Pueblo
Revolt, that a missionary had carried out with him "an image of the Virgin, called
Our Lady of the War-Club, which is venerated in the great convent of San Francisco
in Mexico." Lansing H. Bloom, uBarreiro's Oieada Sobre Nuevo-Mexico," NEW MEXICO
HISTORICAL REVIE:W, III, 76.
36. J. Manuel Espinosa, "The Virgin of the Reconquest," p. 80. A. G. N .•
Hi8toria, t. 37. Mexico.
37. Sp, Arch., II, 54a, If. 9-10.
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upbringing. Only the common people would dare to be so
familiar with the Celestial Queen, like those of Mexico today
who refer to Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe as "La Guadalupana" and "La Morenita del Tepeyac."
By December the de Vargas Expedition had reached
Santo Domingo Pueblo, where a halt was called in order to
rest and to replenish food supplies. Here, on December 4, the
Governor had an interview with an Indian chief from the
Tanos pueblos who argued that his people were restless because of their distrust of the vengeful Spaniards. De Vargas
swore complete safety for the Indians, naming as witness
"la Virgen Maria Nuestra Senora y a la Santa Cruz del
Rosario."38 This and another quotation, treated at length in
the footnote below, though far from conclusive, are given in
order to present all possible references to the subject in the
de Vargas Campaign Journals.
Finally the Expedition reached Santa Fe. The Spanish
troops and the settlers set up camps outside the town walls,
while their leader parleyed with the Tanos tribe that had
occupied the capital since the Revolt. Then:
On the 16th day of December, date and year above [1693], I, the
said Governor and Captain-General, about the eleventh hour of the
same day, made my entry into the Villa of Santa Fe . . . the Captain,
Don Fernando Duran de Chaves, carrying the standard referred to
in these acts, and under which this land was conquered, we arrived
at the plaza. . . .39

38.

Ibid., No. 54b, f. 60v, line 10, which checks with A. G. N., Historia, 38, f. 57,
nos. 45-46. The reading is identical in both MSS. It is a strange expression, as th~re
is no such official or popular title of "The Holy Cross of the Rosary." It could well
be that he referred to the rosary itself, the amanuensis using capital letters here as
indiscriminately as small ones were used elsewhere instead of capitals. However.
"and of the Holy Cross" may be read parenthetically, thus connecting "of the Rosary"
with "Our Lady:' On December 10 there was another interview with a Captain
Crist6val of San Marcos Pueblo; referring to his gestures of pardon the previous
year, de Vargas argued that he could not be deceived by the devil because he had in
his company "the Virgin Our Lady in that . . . Standard, which I had in my tent.
and likewise I showed them el Rosario and the other relics and images of my devotion." Sp. Arch., II, 54b, f. 33. (Very fragile and much text missing from crumbled
margin.)
The word tienda was a military term for a field-tent. and perhaps this was the
Utienda de Campania de Lona grande con sus palos y yerTos bien tratada." mentioned
in the inventory of de Vargas' effects, April 20, 1704.-1bid., No. 100, f. 5v.
39. The banner is called HEstandarte" in Sp. Arch., II. No. 64c. and "Pendon"
in A. G. N., HiBt., 38, Autos de Guerra, ff. 61-64.
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On December 18, de Vargas made a tour of the town for
a specific purpose; and, finding the parish church completely
in ruins, crossed the small river to the chapel of San Miguel:
On account of the inclemency of the weather and the urgent
necessity of having a church in which might be celebrated the divine
office and the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, and in order that Our Lady
of the C~~quest might have a suitable place, I
realized that it
would be expedient and proper to roof said walls
and being within
the plaza of this village, I ordered the natives
to proceed with
said labor cheerfully . . . to make a house for the Lord and his most
blessed Mother, our Virgin Lady, who was enclosed in a wagon, and
that if a lady should come to anyone of them, they would be obliged
to furnish her with a house. . . .40

These two quotations are here run consecutively to suggest the separate identities of the Royal Standard and Our
Lady of the Conquest. On December 16, de Vargas made his
Grand Entry into the plaza, where, with customary religious
and military pomp, he took possession of the Villa and Kingdom once more; most prominent in all this pageantry was
the Standard bearing the picture of Our Lady of los Remedios. But two days later, de Vargas himself is looking
for a suitable place for Mass, since winter was setting in
fast; finding the old Parroquia completely destroyed, he
proceeded to Analco, the village across the Santa Fe stream
where stood the walls of the chapel of San Miguel. The
Indians had burnt off the roof in 1680, but even after thirteen years the stout walls still survived. A new roof would
make the church usable, at least temporarily. Here was
the best place available for a church until the new Parroquia
was raised, and also, of course, for a new throne, if only
a temporary one, for the old Patroness of the Kingdom and
Villa, Our Lady of the Conquest. When the Captain-General
made this last knightly suggestion to the Tanos, who were
not nearly so chivalrous in their regard of the female sex,
they must have looked about for the Lady, whereupon de
Vargas had to explain that she was still wrapped up and
boxed in one of the wagons. No stretch of the imagination
is needed now to distinguish between the picture on the
40.

A. G. N., Hist.• 39. If. 67-68.
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Standard and another image of some sort. Usually the
former was carried by an official alterez or standard-bearer,
and at other times it was kept in the Governor's tent; for
the last few days it had been very much in evidence, what
with all these troop maneuvers and grandiose pageants. But
the San Miguel chapel had to be re-roofed and renovated in
order to receive another and a different representation of
the Lady, and this was still enclosed in one of the wagons,
probably the carro carrying the property of her Confraternity. Even if the fragments of its pre-Reconquest books had
not been discovered, one could deduce from all this the
existence of the statue returning to a former throne.
Always bending backward, as the phrase goes, to please
the Indians and be fair to them, de Vargas allowed the
Tanos plenty of time to gather their effects and evacuate
the town. Meanwhile the troops and the colonists established
their camps outside the walls. But the Indians were in no
hurry to leave. The weather grew bitterly cold. The weaker
colonists were dying of exposure, and representatives from
among them remonstrated before the Governor. In the
meantime the Indians had barricaded themselves behind the
walls, and on December 28 they began to taunt the Spaniards. De Vargas launched an attack the following morning,
a siege of wall-storming and of counter-attacks by other
Indian forces from the north, which lasted until nightfall.
During this battle the Royal Standard was borne into the
fray. Before daybreak of December 30, the Spaniards
stormed the walls again, and dawn found them masters of
the situation. Soon the Standard was flying from the highest
tower of the Palace of the Governors. No mention of a
statue, or even of Our Lady of the Conquest, is made in the
detailed accounts of the battle. The Standard, which actually
was a battle-flag, went out on other campaigns the following
year. 41
41. AASF, Spanish Period. no. 2, de Vargas' description of his discovery of the
remains of the friar-martyr of Jemez.
What eventually became of the royal standard, nobody seems to know. Juan
Paez Hurtado, in his inventory of de Vargas' effects. lists "three standards, two of
them embroidered."-S". Arch., II, No. 100, f. 5v. But shortly before that, in hiB
will, de Vargas himself declared two banners as his personal property, Hthose of
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Twenty years passed, a period of material rebuilding
in the capital as well as the villas and estancias up and down
the Rio Grande Valley. De Vargas, after being cruelly
treated by his successor, came back for a second term, but'
died in 1704. That his complete exploits were already beclouded in the minds of the practically letterless populace
can be seen in a Governor's edict in 1712, when an annual
Fiesta was proclaimed to commemorate the de Vargas bloodless Reconquest of 1692. This first entry, engraved in the
memories of the inhabitants of New Spain by the public
celebrations it occasioned and by the publication of the
Mercurio Volante, had obscured his more epic entry with
the settlers in 1693 and the subsequent dramatic battle for
Santa Fe. The faint memory of a battle remained, however;
Anselm and St. Michael the Great," neither of which fits the description of the
Remedios Standard. Sp. Arch., I, No. 1027. Perhaps the third one, not embroidered,
included by Hurtado, is the one. In the Conquistadora. fragments themselves, a
HNucstrQ, Senora del Rosario en el guion" is mentioned with other paintings.-Inven..
tory, f. 8, February 3, 1697. And in a decree of April 26, 1707, Gov. Cuervo y Valdes
ordered that due honors must be paid the royal Standard-bearer when carrying it.SP. Arch., II, No. 343, f. 8. Since the Parroquia was not yet built, nor the San Miguel
chapel restored, the Parish and Confraternity headquarters· must have been in the
tower-chapel of the Palace of the Governors; and since the Governors at this period
were also mayordomos of the Confraternity, it could be that the Standard is this
guidon mentioned, though misnamed.
A 1796 inventory of the Rosary Confraternity's valuables numbers among many
items HUna Senora de LO.9 Remedio8 de pincel, [que vino?] con la conquiata de eBte
Reyno." Ibid., no. 1360. Now, there is in the Cathedral Museum an old painting on
canvas of the Virgin and Child; it is attached to the rear of a wooden rococo panel
with an oval opening which once was a part of an altar~screen in the old Parroquia.
I am almost sure that it represents Our Lady of los Remedios; what principally drew
my attention to it is the fact that the canvas did not belong there originally, for it
is too long for the panel, so that about six inches of the bottom is folded back; what
is more, along the vertical edges on the rear of the canvas are strips of red Bilk
suggesting the idea that it might have once been attached to a larger piece of fabric0. banner, for example.
In his First Expedition of Vargas ••., Dr. Espinosa states that the Remedios
Standard was the one brought by Onate (p. 50, footnote), but he gives no reference.
However, it does not tally with two descriptions of banners of Onate's time: 1) the
standard provided by Luis de Velasco of figured white Castilian silk stamped on one
side with the picture of Our Lady and St. John the Baptist, both surrounded by a
rosary and with Onate's escutcheon at their feet; the reverse had a picture of St.
James on horseback with the Velasco arms at its feet.-Twitchell, Old Santa Fe (Santa
Fe, 1925), p. 27. 2) The banner in possession of Ensign Juan Munoz who came to
New Mexico in 1600, u a standard of red damask . . . having two emblems of Our
Lady and St. James."-G. P. Hammond, Don Jua1t de Onate and the Founding of New
Mexico (Historical Society of New Mexico, Publications in History, vol. 2, October
1927), p. 204. It appears that Dr. Espinosa is thus trying to interpret the de Vargas
statement: "Our Lady of the Conquest • . . who is the one that Was saved from
the fury of the savages."
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how it fitted in with the bloodless Reconquest of 1692 was a
problem to be solved in a most natural way. Since there
was no bloodshed inthe supposedly one and only Reconquest,
therefore the battle they remembered was bloodless; since
there was a Lady-Conqueror in their midst, and she had
come with de Vargas, it was because of her that no blood
was shed; since her name was "La Conquistadora," she must
have actually led the troops into battle. Thus the legend
was born, erroneously confirmed more than a century later
by those who read in the Journals that Our Lady on the
Standard had led the soldiers in the attack.
But now we know with certainty that there was such
a statue present during the battle for Santa Fe. Very likely
it was not carried into battle, since de Vargas himself, who
seems to omit nothing concerning his Lady in the Journals,
failed to write anything to that effect, and also because the
traditions are contradictory in this respect. The one that
has come down to our day asserts that the statue did go
into the fray, whereas the one current in 1806 leads one
to believe that it was enshrined at the civilian camp, which
is thought to have been located on the sheltered site of the
present Rosario cemetery, while the military encampment
overlooked the country in all directions on one of the higher
hills north of the town. When petitioning the Bishop of
Durango for permission to erect the Rosario chapel, on June
29, 1806, Fr. Francisco de Hozio described the site as "the
place where the holy Image was placed at the time of the
second conquest of this Kingdom."42
As noted previously, no other description or even mention of a statue is known from the Aguilar entry in the
42. AASF, no. 52, Tipton Transcriptions. This is a smalI note tablet in which
are copied a few brief documents filling six pages, and on page 7 is this statement:
"The foregoing document is a correct copy made by me from a correct copy of an
original. which original was in the possession of Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, Vicar
General of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, New Mexico, on August 26, 1911, on which
date he loaned said original to me; thereupon I made from said original the correct
copy from which the foregoing, on the first six consecutive leaves, was correctly copied
by me on March 25, 1917. [Signed] Will M. Ti~ton. Santa Fe, N. M., April 2, 1917.
Witness: [Signed] Alice Stevens Tipton."
These originals cannot be found in the Archives of the Archdiocese. Mons. Fourchegu very likely found these papers, together with a painting of St. Francis and other
items, in the Rosario chapel itself.
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Inventory of 1697 to the Dominguez and Candelaria writings of 1777. The next one is found in the Rosario Inventory
of 1796, and then in Fr. Hozio's petition of 1806, both of
them already quoted; mention of the bejeweled statue is
also made by the Custos, Fr. Benito Pereyro, in his 1808
report, and one of the latest "old descriptions" is that of
Father DeFouri in 1887. All in all,· the documentary evidence is quite plentiful.
Next comes the identification of the statue now preserved in the Cathedral as Our Lady of the Rosary, La
Conquistadora. The head, at least, and very likely the entire
body, are carved out of willow wood. 43 She is twenty-eight
inches tall from her foot to the crown of her head. Oldtimers say that she was taller. One can see where the base
at some time was sawed off right through the faces of three
cherubs at her feet, the lower halves being cleverly restored
and connected with a new gilt board-base which is bolted
onto a palanquin for processions. What was cut off was
most likely a mass of clouds resting on a small rococo
pedestal, such as may be seen under ancient Spanish and
Latin-American statues-for example, Nuestra Senora del
Rosario de Talpa, here reproduced. This must have made
her some six inches taller, if we recall the eye-measurements
of Fr. Gomez in 1686 and Fr. Dominguez in 1777, both of
whom stated that she was thirty-three inches high "and a
little more." When the act of vandalism was perpetrated
we do not know. Monsignor Antonio Fourchegu, Rector of
the Cathedral from 1892 until 1920, declared that the lower
base was sawed off by a carpenter to fit her into a niche.
Fr. Barnabas Meyer, O.F.M., has notes on the matter which
he took down in the early twenties, ~ometime before the
Monsignor's death.
43. A projecting sliver from behind the left ear was sent to Fr. Herculan
Kolinski, O.F.M., of Cincinnati, an expert on wood, who in turn consulted with Dr. H.
Muegel, dendrologist of the University of Cincinnati. Microscopic examination reveals
that it is definitely willow wood, and just as definitely not cottonwood, as Dr. Muegel
suspected at first. However, since the many species of willow grow in every part
of the globe, and since they are most difficult to distinguish among themselves, even
when the whole tree is present, this identification does not help us at all in establishing
the country (whether Spain, Michoacim. or Guatemala) where the statue might have
been made.
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What with continual rough handling through a couple
of centuries of frequent dressing and undressing, let alone
the hacking and sawing done in two or more instances,
the image was in a sorry state in 1930, when a real artist,
Gustave Baumann of Santa Fe, began a careful restoration.
The face itself, which is modeled in yeso and not carved
from the wood of the head, was brittle and ready to fall off,
except for the small areas around the eyes and mouth; some
of the fingers were broken off; the tip of the bent right
knee had also been sliced off, evidently by the same man
who sawed off the base to fit her into a glass niche. Then,
Mr. Baumann writes,
After removing the old base which was a white pine plank, I
found the base of the statue to have been sawed off to fit- A round
plug in the base proved to be the end of a standard that extended
into the hollow center, from which I surmise that La Conquistadora
was probably brought in with the standard resting on a stirrup,
which seems perfectly logical to me. A scrap of white woolen cloth
was all I found inside. This was replaced. If it ever contained some
sort of record it was probably removed at the time the arms were
made moveable and the base cut off. I just did not have the heart
to leave those cherubs cut in half, so they were restored. I think
the Rectory was disappointed I did not restore the arms, but it would
have left less of the original than yoU' have now, also it would not
have been possible to dress, which I think is an important outlet of
interest to the parish.
The face had been repainted many times (not too skillfully) and
broke away since the glue-size underneath had disintegrated-all
excepting the eyes and lips. I lost several sleepless nights getting
her back to her old self-also I gave her several new fingers which
I imagine can't stand pulling through the sleeves too well.

The plug which Mr. Baumann surmised to be the end of
a "standard" was more likely a wooden pin fitting the statue
and pedestal together, their line of juncture being hidden
by molded clouds of yeso painted over. The artist also told
me that he partly repaired the mutilated knee; the underlying wood, he thought at the time, might be some kind of
mahogany, though he was not sure. In 1933, Mr. Baumann
also made an imagined replica of the statue as it might have
looked originally, which, since then, has been enshrined on
the Cathedral terrace during the annual Santa Fe Fiesta.
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(The original, however, is still carried every year in the
traditional procession to and from the Rosario Chapel.)
When she is stripped of her clothing, the fine craftsmanship of some nameless santero of old becomes at once
apparent. From the waist down to the feet, about thirteen
inches, the wood is finely carved into a long tunic partly
overlapped by a mantle. The same workmanship is also
partly discernible on the back all the way up to the shoulders.
The wood was first covered with yeso, then with a red
pigment. What remains of the tunic, at the lower left, has
a thick gold-leafed brocade-effect on the red base, while the
mantle is solid gold-leaf, with a one-and-one-half-inch border
in blue with gold brocade, edged on the inside with a thin
quarter-inch line of orange and gold. The cherub heads
(and hers, too, before mutilation) seem to have been painted
in natural colors, the hair being gold-leaf shaded with brown.
From the waist up to the neck, the effect is not so
pleasing. Her middle is gouged into a wasp-waist which
rises up in a squarish flat-chested torso, to which are
attached long puppet-arms, both articulated at the shoulders
and elbows. At first sight, one is tempted to curse the fiend
who did the mutilating. But the fact that this formless
upper portion of the torso is covered with rough linen tightly
glued, according to the known practice of ancient saintmakers, and that the whole is painted with a red pigment
similar to that under the gold-leaf further down-all this
makes one pause. However, because traces of the carved
and painted dress remain on the back above the waist and
on the head, the conclusion to be drawn is that the statue
was at first beautifully carved throughout, and not originally meant to be dressed. At the same time, the antique
appearance of the puppet-arms transformation and the fact
that dresses were put on as early as 1684, and even before
that, lead one to believe that this change took place sometime in the seventeenth century before 1680.
The face is indeed beautiful, with small mouth, and
eyes, and a thin nose, the result of a good restoration performed on the disfigurements perpetrated by amateurs
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through the centuries. There is nothing doll-like or mushily
sentimental about it, like most modern statues. It is a
of majesty, yet not at all haughty,
queenly face, conscious
\
staring straight into a world we cannot see. Although the
features are not quite anatomically correct, as a whole they
appear perfect. Recalling Fr. Dominguez's statement in
1777 that "although old it is newly retouched," and the
Rev. James DeFouri's in 1887 that "repairs have spoiled the
natural beauty of her face," makes one all the more thankful
for the propitious appearance in 1930 of Gustave Baumann's
understanding heart and skillful hands.
But the rest of the head, now fortunately hidden by
the wig, shows ugly signs of unskilled and reckless hacking,
leaving the willow wood grimly exposed. As can be plainly
discerned, the original carved locks framing her face were
parted in the middle and flowed down to the shoulders,
revealing only the lobes of her ears. The same mantle that
shows below the waist on her right, and discernible in spots
on the back, shoulders, and head, covered the head completely from the rear. Then someone decided that a wig of
human hair would look better. Off came practically all of
the carved hair and the mantle, while a deep shelf was
gouged above her brow, the better to anchor the crude wig.
Again the temptation is to incriminate her devotees of
the Victorian era. But in 1777, Fr. Dominguez mentions
a wig which was never removed-for obvious reasons. Then,
just below the ear-lobes, two perforated iron wedges are
hammered in, for the purpose of holding ear-rings, of which
she had several pairs already in 1686;44 since these had to
be attached somehow, it may be that these wedges or something similar were there already at that time.
As for her dresses and underclothing, over and above
her jewelry and other valuables, one marvels at the quality
of the cloth used, materials which were costly and difficult
to get in those days of poverty and dangerous existence in
this isolated frontier of a then unexplored continent. The
lists reproduced later on speak for themselves. None of
44.

Inventory, f. lOv.
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these articles has survived. During the past century the
dresses put on her took the flat-chested, rear-bustle Victorian
look of the times, a style which has been kept up for her until
now. The old regal brocades with their royal effect of former
centuries disappeared not only physically but from the
stunted imagination of the people as well. This year new
dresses are being made from old and modern brocades in
the original style; and these will be used as patterns when
her devotees wish to donate new dresses as their forebears
have done for centuries.
A word about the Child in her arms. As far back as
anyone recalls, her flexible arms have been empty. Yet in
older Church iconography, Our Lady of the Rosary was
never properly represented unless she held the Christ-Child.
The latter is not mentioned as being with her in any of the
old descriptions; undoubtedly, He is taken for granted, as,
for example, by Fr. Dominguez, who omits mention of Him
in describing the Lady but writes later on in listing her
wardrobe: "Two little white dresses for the Child Jesus of
the Lady." 45 Now, there was a small Infant in the Cathedral
Museum which could well be the "Nino Jesus de la Senora."
It is yeso-covered wood and painted in natural colors; despite
its small size-about six inches-it must have been considered very precious in bygone qays, for it wears finelywrought shoes of pure gold. Restored to the Lady's arms,
it proves to be somewhat small in proportion to her figure,
but the proportions are no different from those seen in
other ancient Spanish Madonnas-again, for example, the
Lady of the Rosary of Talpa. Further, the Lady's puppet
arms and hands, poised very awkwardly when empty, now
hold the Child and exhibit a rosary most gracefully, as they
were meant to do.
Without any doubt, the image treasured in the Santa Fe
Parroquia from time immemorial, in whose honor a yearly
celebration has been most faithfully kept because of the
popular belief that it was brought by de Vargas at the time
of the Reconquest, is the very same one which the Rosary
45.

Op. cit.
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Confraternity venerated at San Lorenzo. The tradition that
claims that she came with de Vargas is correct, but the
Reconquistador himself tells us that this was but a return
of a Queen to her former throne, from which she had been
rescued from the fury of the Indian rebels. He also tells us
that she was the Patroness of the whole Kingdom of New
Mexico and of its capital, as may be also seen from the devotion expressed by all and sundry in the early accounts.
The main question remaining is: When and where was
the statue made, and when did it come to New Mexico? Certainly it was not called "La Conquistadora" because of the
Reconquest. The feeling brought on by this accumulated
wealth of testimony is that it was brought by the pioneer
friars or colonists, the conquistadores, between the years
1600 and 1650, especially since we know that the Rosary
Confraternity was functioning during Governor Manso's
term in 1656-1659. Before concluding this chapter, then, we
might well speculate upon some interesting references in
other early seventeenth century documents in an attempt to
peer behind the curtain of the past.
In both of his famous Memorials, Fr. Alonso de Benavides wrote of a beautiful statue of the Virgin in Santa Fe,
in the church of the Spaniards, which had impressed some
visiting Apache chieftains-Han image in the round of the
Assumption of the Virgin Our Lady, which I had carried
there, and stood well-adorned in a chapel. . . ." (1630)"an image of the Assumption of Our Lady which I had
placed in a chapel in the church of Santa Fe where the
Spaniards worshipped" (1634) .46 The first time, Fr. Benavides states that he himself had brought the statue. This
same Padre, as newly-elected Custos, had signed a receipt
for a statue of the Virgin down in Mexico City before com46. E. E. Ayer, The Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides, 1630 (Chicago, 1916),
p. 155; F. W. Hodge, Fray Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of 1631, (Albuquerque, 19(5), p. 91.
I have used the word "Assumption" for HTrdnsito" in the originals, which others
have translated as the "death" of the Virgin. Their translation is correct literally.
but wrong liturgically. In employing the word "Transito;' Fr. Benavides. by
metonymy, was merely using one of the three ideas celebrated in the title and feast
of the Assumption: The Death or Passing Away of Mary, her Assumption into Heaven,
and her Coronation.
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ing up to New Mexico in 1625; it was brought in the largest
recorded consignment of goods that came to the New Mexico
Missions in that period, and in the same wagon train that
brought Fr. Benavides and eleven other Franciscans.
Although the statue itself is not described, we know of its
size from the crate in which it was packed, a "case in which
the Virgin went, a vara and a quarter long and three-quarters wide and two-thirds high."47 No other statue of the
Virgin is mentioned among the many other images entered
in the lengthy Contaduria records extant for the period. If
we take the vara to be about thirty-three inches, the crate
was about forty inches long, twenty-four inches wide, and
twenty-two inches high. The Conquistadora statue would fit
quite snugly into such a box, with enough inches to spare all
around for protective packing. Identification of the latter
with the Benavides Virgin is rather far-fetched, it is true,
but the possibility and even probability of such a thing cannot be lightly dismissed. Between Fr. Benavides' departure
from New Mexico in 1629 to the decade preceding Governor
Manso's term, many things could have happened to the statue, like the gouging of its chest and the addition of puppetarms for dressing, and a change of name.
Here is a deduction which, if proved certain someday,
would not surprise me at all. The original Parroquia of
Santa Fe, the mud hut which Fr. Benavides found in 1625,
was dedicated in honor of Mary's Assumption; the statue
that he brought represented the Assumption; the new substantial Parroquia that was built during his term as Custos,
and in which he enshrined the statue, was most likely
entitled "of the Assumption," since the new church merely
supplanted the older inadequate structure. (Decades later
the Parroquia was referred to as "of the Conception.") It
is the period in which the Spanish inhabitants there are
. referred to, as they were later on by their children and
grandchildren, as conquistadores. Then, thirty years later,
a Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary is already existing there. Now, Baumann's replica, faithfully and logically
47.

A. G. 1., Contaduria. leg. 726. Data.
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following the obvious leads in the gouged upper portion of
the old statue, is an unmistakable representation of the
Assumption-especially the clouds and cherubs bearing up
the lightly poised figure and the ecstatic character of the face
and eyes. (The only mistake on his part is that he did not
cross both hands about the wrists on her breast, simply
because for this he had no lead.) Next, this posing of the
lone figure on clouds and cherubs is not characteristic of the
traditional representation of Our Lady of the Rosary, but
rather that of the Assumption or Immaculate Conception.
The deduction, then, is that our so-called "de Vargas statue"
may be none other than the Benavides statue of the Assumption which he brought in 1625 to the Santa Fe Parroquia of
the same name, the principal and only parish church of the
Spaniards for more than a century. Sometime during the
next thirty years a Rosary Confraternity was founded which
adopted the "Patroness of the Kingdom and its Villa of
Santa Fe" as its visible rallying point; in that period, or in
the decades prior to the 1680 Indian Reyolt, the little statue
was mutilated and the puppet-arms were attached, in order
that she might be dressed as "Our Lady of the Rosary"
holding an Infant and a rosary. Since no wig is mentioned
in the 1685-1726 fragments, and since it is first described in
1777 and the mutilation of the head appears much more
recent than the puppet-arms transformation, the head must
have been hacked and the wig first attached during the Confraternity's second phase of 17.70. Therefore, while referring to her as Nuestra Senora del Rosario because their
Rosary Confraternity revolved around it, the pre-Revolt
inhabitants also remembered her as one who had come in the
days of their pioneer forebears and called her, in addition,
"La Conquistadora."
(To Be Continued)

